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It is pOinted out that despite the abundance of investigations of hydro magnetic stability of 
toroidal plasma configuration, the problem still remains unsolved. In particular, the 
meaning of the general geometric Mercier criterion, which plays an important role in 
modern calculations of stability of concrete systems, remains unclear. A general theory 
of local instability is developed in the present paper, from which it follows that the 
Mercier criterion is a necessary and sufficient condition for plasma stability with 
respect to a particular class of local perturbations, such as those for which the radial 
wavelength is small with respect to the wavelength along the small azimuth. Stability of 
a plasma confined by Shafranov-type configurations is also investigated with respect to 
local perturbations not described by the general geometric Mercier criterion. It is 
shown that the necessary and sufficient condition for local stability of such configura
tions is equivalent to the Mercier criterion simplified for the case of these configura
tions. 

1. I NTRODUCTI ON 

In the theory of hydromagnetic instability of toroidal 
plasma configurations one investigates perturbations of 
two types, local perturbations concentrated near some 
magnetic surface, and nonlocal ones which affect the en
tire plasma as a whole. The reasons for the growth of 
the perturbations of both types are different. The cause 
of the growth of the local perturbations is the bending of 
the magnetic-field force lines and the associated mag
netic drift of the particles. The instabilities that arise 
in this case are of the Rayleigh-Taylor type. The local
izability of such perturbations is due to the shear of the 
magnetic field. The cause of the growth of the nonlocal 
perturbations is the current flowing along the plasma 
column. The growth of the nonlocal perturbations re
flects the known tendency of a linear liquid current
carrying conductor to assume a helical shape. 

Local perturbations are more sensitive to magnetic
field configuration details than nonlocal perturbations, so 
that the study of local perturbations occupies a principal 
place in the theory of stability of toroidal traps. The 
main problem in the theory of local hydromagnetic per
turbations is to determine the conditions (criteria) for 
the stability of the plasma relative to such perturbations. 
In spite of the large number of papers devoted to the de
termination of such criteria, this process is still not 
quite clear. In particular, there are still different inter
pretations of the same stability criterion. An example 
is the interpretation of the general-geometric criterion 
of local stability, first derived by Mercier[l], and then 
obtained by different methods by Bineau [2], Greene and 
Johnson[3], and Solov'ev[4,5]. Mercier[1] and Bineau[2] 
called this criterion the necessary criterion of local 
stability, while Greene and Johnson[3] considered it to 
be necessary and sufficient. Solov'ev[5] calls it the 
necessary and sufficient criterion for local stability, 
while in[6] it is called the necessary criterion of local 
stability. 

The lack of understanding of the meaning of the sta
bility criteria can have far reaching consequences and 
in final analysis can lead to an incorrect estimate of the 
capabilities of various experimental devices. One of the 
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purposes of the present paper is to introduce clarity in 
this process. 

We shall show that Mercier's above-mentioned 
general-geometric criterion, which plays an important 
role in modern calculations of the stability of concrete 
systems, is the necessary and sufficient criterion for the 
stability of a plasma against a particular class of local 
perturbations, those whose radial wavelength is small in 
comparison with the wavelength along the minor azimuth. 
In the case of all other local perturbations, as will be 
shown below, Mercier's general-geometric criterion 
does not hold. For this reason, the Mercier criterion is 
a necessary criterion for local stability. 

Is there a general-geometric necessary and sufficient 
local-stability criterion analogous to the Mercier criter
ion? The analysis that follows shows that such a criter
ion exists only in the trivial case of a plasma of very 
low pressure, when the perturbation of the magnetic field 
that localizes the magnetic surface is negligibly small. 
The plasma perturbations have in this case a flute-like 
character (the plasma displacement is constant along the 
force line), and the local stability, as w~s well known 
even before, is determined by the magnetic shear and by 
the average magnetic well. On the other hand, if the 
plasma pressure is not too low, when the magnetic-field 
perturbation plays an important role, the connection be
tween the perturbation of the field and the displacement 
is nonlocal (in spite of the localized character of the 
perturbation near the corresponding magnetic surface). 
It is therefore impossible to obtain a necessary and 
sufficient criterion of local stability without additional 
assumptions concerning the properties of the magnetic 
configuration and the structure of the perturbation. The 
nonlocal character of the connection between the per
turbed field and displacement is immaterial for the case 
of perturbations with radial wavelength smaller than the 
azimuthal length. This is precisely why Mercier was 
able to derive his general-geometric criterion [1] • As 
shown in the present paper, the necessary and sufficient 
criterion of local stability of the plasma can be obtained 
even in the case of nonlocal connection between the per
turbation of the magnetic field and the cross section, if 
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the equilibrium configuration satisfies certain additional 
conditions. 

This problem can be solved for a rather extensive 
class of toroidal devices, including the principal modi
fications of Tokamaks and stellarators. We have in mind 
the configurations investigated in detail by Shafranov 
et al. in [7-11J and henceforth called configurations of 
the Shafranov type. Shafranov investigated also the local 
stability of such configurations on the basis of the 
Mercier criterion[7,9,lOJ. From the foregoing analysis 
it follows that the necessary and sufficient criterion ob
tained by us for local stability of Shafranov-type con
figurations is equivalent to a Mercier criterion simpli
fied for the case of such configurations. 

The very same configurations are sometimes inves
tigated on the basis of sufficient stability criteria, and 
particularly on the basis of the Solov'ev sufficient cri
terion [5J • The result of such an investigation are shown 
in [6 , 12J. The conditions obtained in [6, 12J for plasma 
stability in such configurations are always more strin
gent than is necessary and sufficient for local stability. 

2. INITIAL EQUATIONS AND THEIR 
SIMPLIFICATION FOR THE CASE OF SMAll· 
CASE AlMOST·FlUTE-LlKE PERTURBATIONS 

1. Equilibrium state. We assume that the force lines 
of the stationary magnetic field Bo form a system of im
bedded magnetic surfaces. It is possible to introduce 
here ... as was frequently done earlier (see, for exam
ple, LllJ), a system of curvilinear coordinates Xl '" a, 
x2 '" B, and x3 '" {;, such that the coordinate a character
izes the distance from the magnetic axis to the corre
sponding magnetic surface, while Band {; characterize 
the angular coordinates on the surface a '" const, the 
period of variation of which we shall assume equal to 21T. 
It is known[llJ that the coordinates B and {; can be chosen 
such that the force lines of the field Bo are" straight." 
The contravariant components of Bo are then 

Bot = 0, Bo' = "/.' / 2nl'g, Bo' = $' / 2nl'i, (2.1) 

where g is the determinant of the metric tensor gik of 
the coordinate system (a, B, t), while X I (a) and .pI (a) are 
the derivatives with respect to a of the transverse (along 
B) and longitudinal (along (;) magnetic fluxes. 

Assuming that the equilibrium state of the plasma is 
described by the equation 

- V po + UoBo] = 0, (2.2)* 

where Po '" po(a) and jo are the equilibrium pressure and 
the equilibrium current in the plasma, and taking (2.1) 
into account, we conclude that jli '" O. The two other 
contravariant components of jo, which are connected by 
the condition div jo '" 0, can be represented in the form 

(2.3) 

The functions I' (a) and J' (a) have the meaning of the 
derivatives, with respect to a, of the transverse and 
longitudinal currents flowing between the magnetic sur
faces. As follows from (2.2) these quantities are con
nected with the pressure gradient by the relation 

23 211 

Po'V' =I'flj' -1'''/.', V' = J J l'gded~, (2.4) 
o 0 

where V'is the derivative of the volume bounded by the 
corresponding magnetic surface with respect to a. Equa-
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tion (2.2) leads also to an equation for the function v: 

BoV'II = 2npo' (V' / !m'l'g -1). (2.5) 

Maxwell's equations jo '" curl Bo yield two additional 
relations between the currents I, J and the magnetic 
fluxes .p, X : 

1= ( ~i) (0) "/.' + ( ~'i ) (0) flj', ( g ) 
(0) (0) 

-1= l:i y' + (~~') flj'. 

g (2.6) 
The superscript 0 indicates here and below the part of 
the corresponding quantity averaged over B and 1;: 

1 z. In 

( .•• ) (0) ... 4n' J J ( ... ) de d~. 
o , 

(2.7) 

The equilibrium current jo consists of two physically 
different parts, one along Bo and the other across Bo, 

io = aoBo + io.L. (2.8) 

where Qlo == Jo'Bo/B~, and according to (2.2) jo is equal 
to 

jO.L= [Bo/Bo', Vp,]. (2.9) 

It follows from the condition div jo '" 0 that the function 
Qlo satisfies a relation analogous to (2.5): 

BoVao = -po' rott (Bo / Bo'). (2.10) 

2. Initial equations for small-scale almost-flute-like 
perturbations. In the presence of perturbations, the 
magnetic field B, the current j, and the pressure p differ 
from their equilibrium values by small amounts which 
will henceforth be denoted 13,1, and p, respectively. In 
other words, in the presence of perturbations we have 

B = Bo + D, i = io +1, p = po + jJ. 

Instead of p we shall use the perturbed displacement ~, 
which is defined by the relation p '" -p~ ~. In the ap
proximation of ideal magnetohydrodynamics with scalar 
pressure, and at zero perturbation frequency (a/at'" 0), 
the quantities B, j, and p satisfy the equations 

rotB=j, divB=O, -Vp+ [jB] =0. (2.11) 

Putting j '" QlB + j l' where a == j • B/B2 and j 1 

'" [B/B2 X vop], we obtain from (2.11) in the approximation 
linear in the perturbations 

BoVa + BVao + div I.L =0. (2.12) 

We simplify (2.12) by assuming the perturbations to 
be almost flute-like along Bo: 

BoVX< I [Bo, 'IX] I, 

and to be of small-scale across Bo: 

[B" V In Xl ;:P [Bo, V In Xo], 

(2.13) 

(2.14) 

where X and Xo denote respectively anyone of the per
turbed and equilibrium values. 

We start with the simplification of div L. By defini
tion, 

. :- , { Be t (B 2BoB ) } dlVh=-po V~rot--rot ----Bo 
H02 Boz Bo" . (2.15) 

We note that under the conditions (2.13) and (2.14) 

- 2n II -
rott X = ""(j)'" as (BoX). (2.16) 

Therefore 

( B 2BOB) 2n II -
rot t ----B = ---- B B Bo' Bo' 0 CD'Bo' 118 ( 0 ). 

(2.17) 
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We now express the right-hand side of (2.17) in terms 
of ~. To this end, we start with an equation for P in the 
form 

[I = _ P~( B02 ap _ B" ap ) _ aoEI. 
l'g Bo' a~ Bo' as 

According to (2.11), 

EI = BoV~. 

(2.18) 

(2.19) 

On the basis of the assumption (2.13), we neglect in the 
right-hand side of (2.18) the derivatives along the line of 
force in comparison with the transverse derivatives. In 
this approximation we have 

~I 2n po' a£ 
1=--=-· 

CD' 'I g as 
Substituting this expression in the equation curl1 13 = 1\ 
we obtain 

a(B;B) / as = po'a£ / as. (2.20) 

Using (2.17) and (2.20), the entire right-hand side of 
(2.15) is expressed in terms of~. 

We simplify next the first term in the curly brackets 
of (2.15). In the approximation (2.13), with allowance for 
the identity 

a B02 3 a B" 1 (aBo' aBo') Bo'--+Bo --==-- B02-+B,,-
aa Bo' aa Bo' Bo' aa aa 

and relation (2.10), we obtain 

Bo as BoVao 2n a6{ 1 ( aBo' 
nrot-=----+-- - Bo,--

Bo' aa Po' CD' as Bo' aa 

aBo' ) B" } + B"o;;:- + Bo V B;2 . (2.21) 

Using (2.5), we get 

_1_ (B aBo' + B aBo') = 
B02 OJ aa 03 8a 

1 ( " 1B (V)' ---=_- Q-J.llD 'ao)-- oV - , 
(2:rr)''1gpo' 2:rr po' 

(2.22) 
where 

Q = po'V" + l'x" -I'CD", J.I = x' / CD'. (2.23) 

Taking (2.17) and (2.20)-(2.22) into account, we express 
(2.15) in the form 

- 2:rr a£ [PO" 1 ( '''''''')] divi.c=--- -----_ Q-J.I w ao 
CD' as Bo' (2n) 'l' g 

as as po' [( v )' 2nB" ] +-BoVao---,BoV -, +-,-. 
aa as CD po Bo (2.24) 

We now simplify the expression for a. By definition we 
have 

Bo - (B 2Bo(BoB) ) 
d = B,' rotB +, B:' - Bo' rotBo. 

The first term in the right-hand side contains deriva
tives of 13 in directions transverse to the lines of force 
of Bo. There are no such derivatives in the second term. 
This term is small in comparison with the first by vir
tue of (2.14). We therefore have approximately 

d = (Bo! Bo') rot B. (2.25) 

Expressing the right-hand side of (2.25) in terms of 
its components and using the conditions (2.13) and (2.14), 
we reduce (2.25) to the form 

CD' [ aBo aE, 
d = 2ngBo' (J.lg" + g,,)-;;;: - (J.lg" + g,,)-;;;: 

4n'gBo' aB I a ] 
- -----+ (J.lg21 + g3l) -(E3 + J.lB,) . 

CD" as as (2.26) 

We express the quantities 13a in terms of ~ and 13 1, To 
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~is end w! express 13a. first in terms of 1313, namely 
B a = g a {3B {3 (a, (3 = 1, ;::, 3). In addition, we use the 

condition div 13 = 0, which means in the required ap
proximation 

a(B' - J.lB') / as = -aJ11 / aal 

and Eq. (2.20), which denotes in explicit form 

(J.lg" + g,,)/1' + (J.lg" + g,,)B' = -(llg21 + g,,)EI + 2npo'6 / «1>'l'g. 

As a result we get from (2.26) 

d = 2:rrl'gL.ciii / CD', (2.27) 

where 'if = f BIde, 

, (1;" 1 f)' a' a' 
L.c=- (""2n") riB.' (gil aa' -2g" aaas +gbb~) (2.28) 

g" "" g" + J.lg13, gOb ... g" + 2J.1g" + J.I'g", (2.29) 

gik == g-~ik and Mik is the minor of gik' 

We see that a in (2.12) is proportional to the second 
derivatives of the perturbed quantities transverse to Bo. 
There are no such large terms in the second term of the 
left-hand side of (2.12). The smail-oscillation equation 
therefore reduces to 

Bo V d + div i.e = 0 

with div J.l and a as defined by formulas (2.24) and 
(2.27). 

3. EQUATION FOR THE FLUTE PART OF THE 
PERTURBED DISPLACEMENT 

(2.30) 

We represent the perturbed quantities in the form 

X = e'(m'-nt) [X(D) (a) + X'I) (a, S, ~)], 

where m and n are integers such that n/m = f.1. (ao), and ao 
is the coordinate a of a certain rational magnetic sur
face. We put IX(I)1 « IX(O)I, which corresponds to the 
assumption (2.13) that the perturbations are almost 
flute-like. Under this condition we have 

<1>' A 

Bo V X = ___ ei,m'-nt ) (imJ.l' xX") + LX'!) 
2n'lg 

A 

where LII == f.1.a/ae + a/a!; and x = a - ao. 

In place of the functions X(O) (x) and X( 1) (x) we shall 
deal with their Fourier components xt and X(I), defined 
by the relation k 

X(x) = f e",· X, dk,. 

In this case 

<1>' aX (0) 

(BoVX), =---=e"m.-nt) (- mJ.l'--' -+L"X;I)). 
2nl'g ok. 

In the kx representation, Eq. (2.30) takes the form 

- mJ.l' adt) lak. + .Lud;1) + im~W(O) + ",iuA = 0, (3.1) 

where ~k == ~kO) + ~kl>, 

o Q ,(0) (2npo' )'( {i) (0) W')=--uao - -- - . 
$'2 r <1>'2 Bol! ' 

(3.2) 

(I) =J!.i.. [(~)' + 2nB"] +~.L -Ia (I) +(2n ')'£ -I ( ii) 'I) 
~o <1>' po' Bo' <1>" II 0 po II Bo' . 

(3.3) 
It follows from (2.27) that 

d. = 2nygL.ciii, / «1>', (3.4) 
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where L 1 is the eigenvalue of the operator £1 and corre
sponds to the Ise -th Fourier harmonic: 

!D" 1 
LL = (-) -_--(k.'g"- 2mk.g'·+ m'gbb). (3.5) 

2:n: l'gB,' 

and the function 'iPk' as follows from the definition of 'if 
and from (2.19), is connected with ~ k by the relation 

t!D' alit) A (l) ;r,. = - --. -_(- mIL' --+ LII~ ). (3.6) 
m 2:n:l'g ak. 

The part of (3.1) averaged over e and !;; is 
(0) 

_ mil' ~ + tm~O) W(') - (ALu~l) (0) =0. 
ak. 

The quantity ii{;) is determined from relations 
(3.4)-(3.6): . 

a (')- i. [ , a~O) L (;) + (L (l) L 6.(1» (')] 
A; - - --;: - mJi a;;;.L ..L II , 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 

where L~t is the part of L.l averaged over e and!;;, 
while L~1) = L.l - L~O). The expression for ~II ~ k1), which 
enters in the right-hand side of (3.8) and also in the last 
term of the left-hand side of (3.7), is determined by the 
part of (3.1) which oscillates with respect to e and !;;. 
This part of (3.1) reduces, under our assumption that 
~ (1) I ~ (0) is small, to the form 

(3.9) 

We can substitute here the value of (iw, which is deter
mined by the part of (3.8) which oscilfates with respect 
toeand!;;: 

. a,·(Ol t 
(I) • 'LU)'" [L LA ,(l) (L LA, (1»(,)] 

(I. ~lJ..b .L ---- .L 1I~.It. - .L 111011. • ak. m 
(3.10) 

From (3.9) and (3.10) we get 

The left-hand side of this equation averaged over e and !;; 
vanishes. A similar condition should be satisfied also 
by the right-hand side of (3.11). Therefore 

a' (0) 

(L L' (I»,,) =~[_ '-~'-(1-L") Q('»+ .• (0) (QA)(')] (3.12) 
L II~' Q") 11 ok. L !~. • 

where Q "= L:i.1. Taking (3.12) ipto account, we obtain 
from (3.11) an expression for LII qt as a function of ~it: 

at (0) Q Q 
L t '!l=m{ '-~'- (1--) _ it (') [QA --(QA)")] 

"'" 11 ak. Q'O)~' Q") . (3.13) 

Using (3.8), (3.12), and (3.13), we obtain from (3.7) a 
final expression for ~ kO): 

a 1 as(') a (QA) (0) 

11" ok. ("'?P' a~.) - 1i.(0) {W") + ill' ok. [~] 
+(QA,)(,)-J (QA)(')]'}=o. 

n{O) • (3.14) 

From (3.13), we get the limits of applicability of our 
approximation ~ (1) I~ (0) « 1: 

mx aJ..L' mx 
--<'I, -ak<1, (3.15) 

a J1 a 

where x is the characteristic dimension of the localiza
tion of the perturbation, a is the characteristic dimen
sion of the plasma, and k is the curvature of the magnetic 
field. 

We see that for (3,14) to be valid in the general case 
of perturbations with mx R: a, we must assume all 'I Il 
« 1 and ak « 1. 
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4. CRITERION FOR THE STABILITY OF A 
PLASMA WITH RESPECT TO PERTURBATIONS 
WI TH m/kx -+0 

We consider a perturbation with m lIse - 0, but con
tinue nevertheless to assume that m » 1. It follows 
then from (3.3) and (3.5) 

where 

a.""B.'/g"V"""Bo'/IVVI'. 

(4.1) 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 

In this case those quantities in (3.14) which are averaged 
over e and !;; are 

Q(O)= __ <a> ---=ikx ~_a~O) ! 
V" (QA)(') « > ) 

k!!D" ., Q") <a.> (4.4) 
[(QA)(Ol]' V" <y.)' V'p," < 1 ) (QA') (01 _( ___ <R»+ __ _ 

Q(O) <1>'2 <a.> p. <D'2 Bot ' 

where 
1I.-jo'/IVVI'. y.=joB,1 iVVI'. 

(4.5) 
<( ... }> .. [l'g( .. . )](') / (l'g)('), 

The quantities Ci. , i3 , and yare the same as Ci., (3, and 
y in Shafranov's paper[9J . 

Substituting (4.4) in (3.14) and recalling the definition 
of W(O) (see (3.2)), we obtain 

o ali (0) V" [ Q 
""_(k!_'-)--s~O) <a.>-, - J1' <y.> 
f'" ak. ok.!D" <D' 

V" + -( <y.>' - <a.> <~.» ] = o. 
!D" 

(4.6) 

An equation of the type of (4.6) was investigated by 
Kadomtsev and Pogutse [13J. It has no solutions bounded 
in space if 

., V" Q V" ] ~+- [<a,>-- ,,' <y.> +-«y,)'- <a.> <~.» >0, (4.7) 
4 <D" !D"" <D" 

which, as is well known[13J, is the necessary and suffi
cient condition for the stability of the plasma relative 
to the corresponding type of perturbations. The condi
tion (4.7) is called the "Mercier stability criterion." 

5. CRITERION FOR THE STABILITY OF 
SHAFRANOV-TYPE CONFIGURATIONS 
RELATIVE TO LOCAL PERTURBATIONS 
WITH ARBITRARY m/akx 

Equation (3.14) enables us to investigate the stability 
of a plasma against local hydrodynamic perturbations 
with arbitrary m I~. Perturbations of this type were 
previously analyzed for the case of an axially-symme
trical Tokamak with round cross sections in the papers 
of Kadomtsev and pogutse[13J and of Shafranov and 
Yurchenko[7J. We now consider toroidal configurations 
with elliptic cross sections of the magnetic surfaces, 
without assuming the system to have axial symmetry, 
but assume, just as in[9,lOJ, that the curvature of the 
magnetic axis of the system is small and that the longi
tudinal magnetic field is large1). 

We take the "radial" coordinate a to be the average 
radius of the cross section of the magnetic surface. In 
the case of an elliptic cross section of the magnetic sur-
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faces and in the zeroth approximation in the curvature 
of the magnetic axis, this means that the coordinates a 
and e are connected With7 the usual coordina~s x and y 
by the relations x = e-TJ 2 a cos e and y = e TJ 2 a sine, 
where the parameter TJ characterizes the ellipticity and 
is defined by the relation E = tanh E, where 
E = (l~ -l~)/( l~ + l~) is the usual ellipticity parameter, 
and II and 12 are the major and minor semiaxes of the 
ellipse. From the presented relations between (x, y) and 
(a, e) it follows that the components of the metric tensor 
gik with (i, k) =(1, 2) are given in the zeroth approxi
mation in the curvature (with superscript 0) by 

gil' = ch 1) - sh 1) cos 29, g,,o = g2l' = a sh T) sin 29, 
(5.1) 

gn' = a'(ch 11 + sh 1) cos2S). 

In the case of axial symmetry (symmetry with respect 
to the coordinate 1:), the only nonzero element of gik 
besides those of (5.1) is g33. The absence of axial sym
metry entails the appearance of the metric cross coeffi
cients ga3 and g3a' a = 1, 2. In accordance with [10J we 
have in the zeroth approximation in the curvature 

g,,'=g,,'=O, g,,'=g,,'=-a"t}'(s), (5.2) 

where ~'(I:) == -K(I:) + 1)'(1:), K(I:) is the torsion of the 
magnetic axis, and 1)' (I:) is the angular velocity of the 
rotation of the coordinate system relative to the normal 
to the magnetic axis when moving along the magnetic 
axis. Just as in [10J , we assume that ~' (I:) is constant. 

To calculate the equilibrium and the stability it is 
necessary to take into account in the elements of gik the 
terms of first order of smallness in the curvature of the 
magnetic axis, and in the element g33 it is necessary to 
take into account also the second-order terms. It is not 
the purpose of this paper to calculate the equilibrium 
and the stability, but only to obtain a stability criterion 
without an exhaustive determination of all the elements 
gik' With respect to g33, in particular, it suffices to 
know that the part of this element which does not depend 
on e and I: can be represented in the form 

(g,,) (0) = R'[ 1 + a'O(k') J. (5.3) 

where R = L/2lT, L is the length of the magnetic axis, 
and O(k2) are terms quadratic in the curvature of the 
magnetic axis k(I:). In addition to the foregoing values 
of gik' we must also know ..fi with allowance of terms of 
order k(I:). An expression for.;g; with accuracy suffi
cient for our purposes, has been derived in[lOJ: 

'Ig = aR[ 1 - 2a(e-"'k cos 6 cos 9 + e'J'k ~in 6 'in 9) J. (5.4) 

To calculate Q == Ll.l (see (3.5» it suffices to know 
gik in the zeroth approximation in ka. The square of the 
magnetic field V~ can then be replaced by B~, where 
Bs = ~' /2lTa. Then 

Q = aR j k.L'g,,'(9 - A), (5.5) 

where ki == ~ + (m/a)2, A = tan-I (m/~), and gg2(e - A) 
denotes expression (5.1) for gg2, in which we put e -+ e 
- A. 

The important terms in the calculation of A (see (3.3)) 
are those of order ka in the expression (5.4) for..,rg. The 
terms of higher order in ka can then be neglected. The 
approximate expression (3.3) for A then simplifies to 

[ (t) m '( v ) '] A = i k.a. - tV P. P7 . (5.6) 

From (2.3) we obtain 
a~t) "".( j.B.) (I) =_1_~. 

Bo' <1>' ilf) 
(5.7) 
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Recognizing that p~ ~ a and v ~ a2, we find that 
p~(v;p~)' = v/a. Therefore 

A = ik.l. (~cOsA-vsinA). 
<1>' illl 

(5.8) 

Inasmuch as in accordance with (2.5) and (5.4) we have 
v ~ cos e, sin e, it follows from (5.8) that 

ik.l. i} 
A=--v(9-A) 

<1>' ilS . 
(5.9) 

With Q and A taking the forms (5.5) and (5.9) with g~2 as 
in (5.1), and with v defined by (2.5) and (5.4), the mean 
values in (3.14) are 

Q(')=Rjk/a, (QA)(') =0, (QA')'=-A,,"j<1>", (5.10) 

where 
1 av '] (') 

A" .... aR [g"o (as) (5.11) 

is a function that is used in[lOJ. Under the conditions 
(5.10), equation (3.14) Signifies that 

"~[(k' + m') i}s~') ] _ s(') ~(W(') _ A,,·· ) =0. (5.12) 
I! ilk. • a' ilk. • a <1>" 

From this we get the stability criterion (cf., [10J ): 

.i.:. +~ (W(') _ 1." •• ) > 0 
4 a <1>'z' 

(5.13) 

which reduces very small J.L' to the condition 

W(') - h .. •• j <1>" > O. (5.14) 

We now obtain the explicit form of the function W(O). 
From (3.2) it follows that as J.L' -+ 0 

W(')=~(V"_~V'_p"V,<_l »). 
<1>" <1>' Bo' 

(5.15) 

To find ~" /~', we differentiate each of the equations in 
(2.6) with respect to a, after which the first result is 
multiplied by X', the second by ~', and the two are 
added. We then obtain, taking (2.4) into account, 

Ill" ., <1>" [ (g ) (0) (g) (0) (g ) (0) ] , 

~= - (~o'> - V' (Bo'> I!' l'~ + 21! :i + ;i . 
Substituting this result in (5.15) and recognizing that 
V" = (2lT)2 [(Fg)(O)]', we get 

, "V' 1 1 ) 
W(O) = po ('g,~') +2 g;;)+g,~'»)'+~( ___ <_ ) 

(l' g) (0) (Bo'> I! I! . <1>" <Bo'> Bo' 

(5.16) 
The difference 1/<B~) - <1/B~) is of the order of· 
k2a2/B2 , so that the contribution of the term with p~2 to 
the rig~t-hand side of (5.16) is of order of smallness 
f3 == 2Po/B2, so that this term should be left out. Re
placing g~~~ and g!f) by their approximate values obtained 
from (5.1) and (5.2), and putting (..fi)(0) RJ aR and <B~) 
~ B~, we arrive at a final result for W(O): 

(5.17) 

The inequality (5.14) with Aee and W(O), defined by 
23 b'l formulas (5.11) and (5.17), is none other than the sta 1 -

ity criterion obtained by Shafranov and Yurchenko [10J 
on the basis of the general-geometric criterion (4.7). 
We emphasize that the general-geometric criterion 
has been derived under the assumption m/akx « 1. 
The present analysis shows that in the particular 
case of the concrete geometry considered here, the cri
terion for the stability of a plasma with respect to per
turbations with m/~ « 1 coincides with the criterion 
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for the stability with respect to perturbations with arbi
i trary m/ akx ' 

In conclusion, the author is grateful to Academician 
M. A. Leontovich and Y. D. Shafranov for a discussion 
of the results. 

J)For the case of a stellarator with slightly elliptic cross section, the re
sults presented below were obtained by another method jointly with 
N. D. Borisov. 
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